**DESIGNER GIRL**  
*(Illinois Eligible)*

**BAY FillY; Foaled June 12, 2019**

Brand: 1T466 No Chip

- **DESIGNER GIRL**
  - Designer Lindy 3:1:51.3
  - Andover Hall 3:1:51.3
  - Designer: 3:1:56.2
  - Royal Troubador 2:1:57.1
  - Red River Blurose 2:1:57.1

**DESIGNER GIRL**

**Brand:** 1T466 No Chip

**1st Dam**

RED RIVER BLUROSE by Royal Troubador 2:1:57.1. Second foal, her first a 2-year-old. Dam of:

- TR's Blue Ribbon (c, Armbro Approach). Now 2.

**2nd Dam**

**1st Dam**

RED RIVER BLUROSE by Royal Troubador 2:1:57.1. Second foal, her first a 2-year-old. Dam of:

- TR's Blue Ribbon (c, Armbro Approach). Now 2.

**3rd Dam**

LOBELIA by Steve Lobell 3:1:56.2. Dam of:

- AMBUSHER 2:2:04f; 3:2:02:2h; 2:00:3f (h, Homesick) ($99,928). At 2, winner KYSS at Louisville. At 3, winner KYSS at Louisville; third in Florida Breeders S.
- LOSE THE BLUES 2:2:01.4h (m, Royal Prestige) ($28,186). At 3, winner NYSS at Saratoga, NY-Bred S. At Batavia; second in NYSS at Saratoga, NY-Bred S. At Batavia; third in NYSS at Saratoga, NY-Bred S. At Batavia.
- Sapphire Blue (m, Jurgy Hanover). Dam of **LAUDA** 1:56.3, **GENTLE GLORY** 2:2:03.4f, etc. Granddam of MY STRIKING LISA 4:2:00.4h ($50,834).

**4th Dam**

PEOPLE COLLECTOR by Porterhouse 1:59.1. Sister to SIR DALRAE p,4:1:56f ($678,994); half sister to MR DALRAE p,1:52.2 (1:1:150.807). Dam of:

- TYLERS CROWN p,3:1:55 (g, Tyler Mark) ($91,686).

---

**ENGAGEMENTS**

**Illinois Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic - Great Midwest Trot**